NOTIFICATION

Candidates with the following Hall Ticket Numbers are provisionally declared to have passed the **M.Sc., Mathematics II Year (DM)** Examination of this University held in the month of June, 2018. The marks secured by the candidates in this examination are given in the brackets against each.

Name of the Centre: **Nodal Centre, S.P.M.V.V. Tirupati**
Hall ticket Numbers:
- Distinction : Nil
- First Class : Nil
- Second Class: Nil

1601MD56002 – Passed in Papers : 2.01, 2.02, 2.04, 2.05 only
  Absent in paper : 2.03 only

/Supplementary/

1501MD56001(299/500) and 003(302) only

Name of the Center: **Sri Krishnaveni Degree College, Tanuku**
Distinction : 1623MD56003 (365/500) and 006(364)
Second Class: Nil
First Class : 1623MD56001 (356/500), 002(355), 004(356) and 005(347)

Name of the Center: **Prabhas Degree College, Vijayawada**
Hall ticket Numbers:
- Distinction: Nil
- First Class: Nil
- Second Class: 1624MD56001(298/500) only

Name of the Center: **Sangamitra Degree & P.G.College, Bhupalapally**
Hall ticket Numbers:
- Distinction: Nil
- First Class: 1626MD56001(351/500), 002(341), 003(348), 004(339) and 006(343)
- Second Class: Nil

/Supplementary/

1526MD56009(339/500), 1426MD56001(354/500)
Name of the Center: **Vagdevi Degree College, Jaggaiahpet**
Hall ticket Number:

Distinction: 1627MD56012(359/500)
First Class: 1627MD56001(341/500), 002(342), 003(326), 004(320), 005(324), 006(317), 007(337), 008(322), 009(304), 010(340) and 011(358) only
Second Class: Nil

Name of the Center: **Sri Vidya Educational Society, Puttur**
Hall ticket Number:
Distinction: Nil
First Class: 1632MD56001(351/500), 002(342), 003(352), 004(342), 005(340), 006(360), 007(352), 008(341), 009(345), 010(346), 011(362), 012(343), 013(336), 014(349), 015(355), 016(346) and 018(345) only
Second Class: Nil

/Supplementary/
1532MD56005(349/500)

Name of the Center: **Gokul Degree College, Bheeramguda(Hyd)**
Hall ticket Number:
Distinction: Nil
First Class: 1633MD56002(321/500)
Second Class: Nil
/Supplementary/
1402CMD56001(ODL)(318/500)

Name of the Center: **CSSR&SRRM Degree College, Jeevampet (Kadapa)**
Hall ticket Number:
Distinction: Nil
First Class: 1636MD56001(363/500), 002(369), 003(360), 004(350), 005(361), 006(355), 007(362), 008(346), 009(355), 010(342), 011(351), 012(355), 013(352), 014(353), 015(360), 016(349), 018(351), 019(354) and 020(359) only
Second Class: Nil

Name of the Center: **Vijaya Sai Degree College, Siddipet, Medak**
Hall ticket Number:
Distinction: Nil
First Class: 1637MD56001(327/500), 002(323), 003(328), 004(326), 005(350), 006(326), 007(326) and 008(332) only
Second Class: Nil
Name of the Center: **A.V.M degree and P.G.College, Nakrekal**
Hall ticket Number: Nil
Distinction: **Nil**
First Class: 1639MD56001(342/500), 002(351), 003(355), 004(323), 005(347), 007(349) 008(344), 009(348) and 010(335) only
Second Class: Nil

Name of the Center: **Padmavathi Degree College, Narsannapet**
Hall ticket Number: Nil
Distinction: **Nil**
First Class: 1642MD56001(354/500), 002(366), 003(353) and 004(352) only
Second Class: Nil

Name of the Center: **Sri Vimalanandagiri Swamy Degree College, Erpedu**
Hall ticket Number: Nil
Distinction: **Nil**
First Class: 1643MD56001(364/500), 002(364), 003(369) 004(345), 006(351) and 008(363)
Second: Nil

Name of the Center: **Sri Vinayaka Degree College, Suryapet**
Hall ticket Number: Nil
Distinction: **Nil**
First Class: 1644MD56002(359/500) and 004(359) only
Second: Nil

UNIVERSITY OFFICE
TIRUPATI
Date: 30.07.2018

To:
The Notice Board
Copy to the Principal/Coordinator,
1) Sri Krishnaveni Degree College, Tanuku
2) Prabhas Degree College, Vijayawad
3) Sangamitra Degree & P.G.College, Bhupalapally
4) Vagdevi Degree College, Jaggaiahpet
5) Sri Vidya Educational Society, Puttur
6) Gokul Degree College, Bheeramguda(Hyd)
7) CSSR&SSRM Degree College, Jeevampet( Kadapa)
8) Vijaya Sai Degree College, Siddipet, Medak
9) A.V.M degree and P.G.College, Nakrekal
10) Padmavathi Degree College, Narsannapet
11) Sri Vimalanandagiri Swamy Degree College, Erpedu
12) Sri Vinayaka Degree College, Suryapet

Copy to the Director, Directorate of Distance Education, SPMVV, Tirupati
Copy to the Course Coordinator, Dept of Mathematics, SPMVV, Tirupati